Henry Odlozil, Sr. Turns “80 Years Old”

those fly-ins required!

By Don Christiansen

Henry’s family succeeded in pulling off a surprise
birthday party for him at the Ennis KC Hall on
Saturday, February 3rd. His birthday party was well
attended by over 50 people. He and Mary Jane still
live on their private grass airstrip, “Flying O”, on the
south side of the west end of Lake Bardwell. Henry
owns an Aeronca Champ and half of a Cessna 172.
They love to have people “buzz” their airstrip and
would love to have you land and visit for a while (I
frequently practice my low level aerobatics over
their airstrip).

Henry is one of our “Senior” Chapter 168
members. He and his wife, Mary Jane, hosted our
September Chapter fly-in event for years. It was the
best-attended fly-in each year because Henry, Mary
Jane, and their family would grill kielbasa sausage,
and Henry’s mother would provide fresh baked
kolachies. The rest of the Chapter members would
round out the annual feast by bringing “covered
dishes.” This annual event had over 25 airplanes
many years and as many or more “drive-ins”, even
though it was at Henry’s private grass airstrip near
Lake Bardwell (west of Ennis). Those fly-ins were
great events and our chapter wants to thank Henry,
Mary Jane, and Family for all the hard work that

Henry, all of us in Chapter 168 would like to wish
you all the best on your EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY!

NOTE: The March Chapter meeting will be on WEDNESDAY March 7th at the Farmers
Branch Library.
Time: 6:30 pm
March 2007
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Monthly Schedule

March 7th Chapter Meeting

March 13th Board Meeting

The
March
Chapter
meeting will be on
WEDNESDAY March
7. It will be held at
the Farmers Branch
Library, located on
the
northwest
corner of Webb
Chapel
and
Golfing Green Dr.
The meeting will
be held in the
auditorium and will
begin at 6:30 p.m. and
finish by 9:00 p.m.

The BOD meeting will be held on March 13th at the
Farmers Branch Manske Library at 7:00 PM. The
minutes from the Feb. BOD meeting recorded by David
Buono are as follows:

Our speaker this month will be former SR-71 pilot and
Wing Commander Richard Graham. Richard gave a
presentation several years ago, and it was one of my
favorites. I still use information from that meeting in
conversations with my other aviation friends. The SR-71
was the most unique plane in aviation history and
Richard can tell the story. So, makes plans to attend and
note that this is another Wednesday meeting. So remind
your friends.

March 10th Chapter Fly-In
The March fly-in will be to one of our favorite places.
This month we plan to fly to Spinks Airport (FWS) in
south Ft. Worth for lunch at the nearby Cracker Barrel.
We will meet on the ramp at 11:30.
Spinks airport is located on Alsbury Blvd just off I-35
in south Ft.Worth. It is home to a brand new 7400 square
foot executive terminal. Plan to get there early so you
will have time to tour the new, spectacular terminal.

In attendance:
David Buono, Brad Roberts, Don Christianson, Marvin
Brott, Mel Asberry, Michael Stephan, Sam Cooper, John
Phillips, Jim Quinn
Notes:
• March newsletter folding location changed. David
Buono will now host it on the previously scheduled
date (March 27)
• March fly-out location will be Spinks (KFWS). Meet
at 11:30am on the Spinks ramp
• April meeting dates are SATURDAY 4/14 for the
general membership meeting and TUESDAY 4/17 for
the Board of Directors
• Michael Stephan gave the treasurer’s report
• Jim Quinn and John Phillips both agreed to run for
Board of Directors positions
• Chapter 168’s Owen Bruce memorial plaque will read
“Owen Bruce, 50 years of EAA dedication”
• David Buono agreed to maintain the chapter’s online
calendar going forward.

March 27th Newsletter Assembly
This month the Hangar Echoes will be assembled on
Tuesday March 27th at the home of David Buono at 6707
Winterwood Ln in north Dallas. You can call him for
directions at 214-774-2319.
David is the latest member to jump on the RV
bandwagon. He just completed the sale of his current
Piper aircraft and has bought his tools and awaiting his
RV-7 tail kit. By the time the newsletter assembly arrives
in March, David should be able to show some progress
on the tail kit.
If you have not seen how a project gets started, this
would be a meeting to attend. You can ask David
questions about those first steps, or you experienced
builders might be called upon to answer a few questions
that David might have.
We are excited to see David start his RV, and are
thankful to him for hosting the newsletter assembly.
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A Message from the President
By Mel Asberry

Presidents Message
In response to last month’s tribute to long time member
Owen Bruce, our Chapter received two letters from some
very special people. The first is from Owen’s wife, Vivian
and the other is from EAA Founder Paul Poberezny.
Mel & Chapter 168
We were just overwhelmed when we received Owen’s
copy of the newsletter.
I know he would say, “Where did you get all that good
stuff?”
Aviation was a great part of his life. I learned early in
our married life to live with, and appreciate the beauty of
airplanes and flying.

Well I got at least a little flying done this month. I got
my biennial flight review out of the way for another 2
years. And with the recent weather change, I’ve even
gotten a little work done on the bi-plane.
I think everyone will agree that we had a fantastic pr
ogram last month. Corkey Fornoff talked about his movie
flying experiences. His talk sparked so many questions
that he didn’t even get to his video. Obviously we need to
get him back soon. This month Rich Graham will take us
to higher altitudes and higher speeds with tales of the SR71. Next month we will learn about the life of a NASA
Flight Director. We’re still looking for just the right place
to hold the meeting, but we are narrowing it down and
hopefully will have it in stone by the meeting.
I noticed in my latest issue of GA News that our friend
Robert “Hoot” Gibson is headed back to space. He has
signed on as Chief Operating Officer and chief test pilot
for a fledging California space tourism company called
“Benson Space Company”.
Joe Graham, an RV builder in Ft. Worth has taken on
this year’s Texas RV Fly-In. This year it will be held on
May 26 at Ft. Worth Spinks Airport. Dr. Don & I have
promised to help out with the ground control and parking.
We WILL need volunteers.
Brad Roberts tells me that our members are using the
tool crib. That’s good news. We’re looking into
purchasing a much better nicopress tool. The one we have
at present is not all that easy to use. The chapter has a
little money to spend and we want to use it wisely.
If you have a suggestion for tools that you think would
be beneficial to the Chapter, let us know.
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Thanks to each person who had a part in preparing this
special edition of the newsletter and putting his name on
the EAA Memorial Wall in Oshkosh.
We know a lot of people will be viewing it and will
remember him.
Again, thank you for your thoughtfulness.
Vivian

Mel Asberry
President, EAA Chapter 168
Dear Mel,
I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate
you, the officers of the chapter, Michael Stephan and
Clay Romeiser for the outstanding presentation on our
wonderful longtime past member Owen Bruce. Having
known Owen for so many years, it made me feel proud
that the Chapter and the people that knew him recognized
his warmth, his character, his dedication to aviation. In
reading the article, I didn’t realize that he once took a job
at the Jonesboro, Arkansas Airport. My mother grew up
there. I visited it many times and even flew out of a
cotton field as a young lad on one of my visits to
Jonesboro.
Please give my very best to all the fine folks in the
Chapter and a special hello to Michael Hoye and his 2place Pober Pixie.
Sincerely,
Paul H. Poberezny
EAA Founder and Chairman of the Board
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News and Notes

New Pilot Certificates

Spinks Airport

By Michael Stephan

By Michael Stephan

In the future the FAA will mandate the conversion of
your old paper pilot certificates to the more tamper-proof
plastic ones. So, you might as well retire the old paper
and get the new plastic.

Lately currents events have Spinks on my mind. Our
March fly-in will be to Spinks airport as well as the RV
fly-in scheduled for May. Don Christiansen mentioned
how nice the new terminal was there, so I did a little
research to get more information on the airport.

The change has several benefits. One is that when you
request a new certificate you can also have them change
you certificate number to something other than your SSN,
which is very important these days. That information
should be protected. Also the plastic one is more durable
than the paper. I my case I can take the original, and put
it in a frame on the wall with my other accomplishment.
If you are removing you SSN from the certificate, you
can request one without paying any fee. I did it online
and it took about five minutes. You have to create an
account to do the transactions, but that wasn’t a very
difficult process. Here is the link to the FAA website:
http://amsrvs.registry.faa.gov/amsrvs/Logon.asp
It is worth the time. Also, the FAA is currently
mandating that all aircraft registry information be current,
including the owner’s address. So, you might surf
through that database as well to make sure that is also
correct. http://registry.faa.gov/aircraftinquiry/

Spinks, which opened in 1989, was built on property
that adjoined the old Oak Grove airport. In fact you can
still see the old terminal buildings and the runway on the
far north east side of the airport. Renowned aerobatic
competitor and aviation manufacturer, Maurice Hunger
“Pappy” Spinks, who the new airport is named after, built
and lived on the Oak Grove airport. His company,
ALSCO, manufactured the Bell Huey skids.

Chapter Calendars for 2008

Although Spinks is relatively young, the airport area is
rich in interesting aviation history.

By Michael Stephan

We are kicking around the idea of creating a calendar
for 2008 that will feature pictures of our Chapter’s
airplanes each month. Even though that seems out there
in the distant future, we will need photos for the calendar.
So, your homework for the next 8 months is get a nice,
preferably in flight, picture of you airplane with your
smiling face looking at the camera. But, you can submit
any picture for us to select from. Send those pictures to
me at mstephan@shr.net, or you can put them on a disk
and give them to me. I can also scan an older picture if
you have one at least 8x10.
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March Program Speaker:
Richard Graham
By Marvin Brott

For a quarter-century, Lockheed's SR71 Blackbird reconnaissance aircraft
dominated the skies as no other with
respect to altitude and speed. Those
flying at 80,000 feet and 33 miles per
minute were in the rarest of fraternities,
and our presenter and author for the
March meeting will be Richard Graham,
a member of that rare fraternity.
Richard and his wife Pat have been long
time friends of Chapter 168. They
made a significant donation of a limited
edition SR-71 print to the Christmas
Party raffle. Both Richard and the artist
Phillip West signed the print, and Kevin
Hartman was lucky enough to win it
Being part of that rare fraternity, Colonel (ret) Richard
Graham has a very in impressive biography (see
www.habu.org/graham/graham-bio.html). Richard was
selected to enter the SR-71 strategic reconnaissance
program in 1974 and after several years as a crew
member, he became an instructor pilot, and in 1978 was
selected as the Chief, Standardization/Evaluation
Division, which included the SR-71, U-2 and T-38
aircraft. In January 1980 he was selected to be the SR-71
Squadron Commander, 1st Strategic Reconnaissance
Squadron, where he served until his assignment to Air
War College in 1981. Then in 1986 he was selected to be
the
Vice
Wing
Commander,
9th
Strategic
Reconnaissance Wing (SRW), Beale AFB in California.
In that capacity, he was able to fly all of the wing's
aircraft: the U-2, T-38, KC-135Q, and SR-71. In June of
1987 he was selected to become the Wing Commander of
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the 9th SRW, where he
remained until November
1988.
As the Wing
Commander,
he
was
responsible for 10,000
personnel
and
their
dependents on base, over
85 Air Force aircraft
deployed around the globe,
and a base of 22,000 acres
in northern California. He
was assigned to the 14th
Air Division, Beale AFB,
until he retired on 30
September 1989. So you
can see, Richard was very much a part of the SR-71
program for a number of years.
Because of his experiences he has documented the
Blackbird’s remarkable
history
with
several
books, been a big part of
SR- 71 reunions and has
made
hundreds
of
presentations. For the last
number of years he has
been a major forum
speaker at AirVenture.
Richard’s first book, SR71 Revealed: The Inside
Story, dealt more with the
Blackbird's
remarkable
hardware and history.
This volume details the
human dimensions of the
SR-71 program, from its dangerous days of development
and testing through decades of intelligence-gathering
operations in the world's hot spots, to its final, bittersweet
confrontation with the one foe it couldn't elude: selfserving Pentagon politics. Richard has recently published
a second volume on the SR-71, entitled SR-71 Blackbird:
Stories, Tales and Legends.
An interesting local note that Richard will bring us up
to date on is the moving of the SR-71 Simulator and its
supporting hardware and software from NASA Dryden
Flight Research Center to the Frontiers of Flight
Museum. The intent is to make the simulator fully
functional and an interactive display.
Invite a friend and come to the March meeting for
Richard Graham’s presentation. This is an opportunity to
see up close a major aviation piece of history like the SR71 in Richard’s presentation. Please don’t miss it.
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Transponders
By David Cheek

Could there be another
topic that creates such
ambivalence in the
minds of owner pilots?
The transponder and
altitude encoder do not
give us any information,
but they enable us to get
into
some
useful
controlled airspace, and
they are required by
regulation
for
any
airplane
with
an
electrical system. It actually has a very important part in
today’s and the future airspace system. A functional
system is required to keep you from becoming a hood
ornament on a turbojet aircraft. You will never see or
avoid a fast aircraft approaching you, they must avoid
you, and they do it with TCAS, which will only work if
your transponder and encoder are working correctly.
That is the reason for the required test every 24 months.
When the new light (Mustang), very light (Eclipse, Adam
and others) and personal (Diamond) jets appear this year,
there will not be any airspace safe from their presence.
The pilots of these aircraft have a bad habit of depending
on the electronics, and they don’t scan out the windows
very well. You must respond to any signs that the
transponder system is not working or risk contributing to
a mid-air collision.

Second, make good friends with the person that does
your initial transponder and encoder check. Even with
the removable wiring, it is easier to test the system intact
in the aircraft than to remove it. There are many people
that perform the transponder/ encoder check, so stay
away from the services that just take your money and
give you the results and go with the people that can and
will help troubleshoot your system.
If you use older “yellow tag” serviceable transponder
and encoder parts, this advice is very important. The
older first generation transponders work well, but they
can drift and change. I have spent 10 years fixing about 4
or 5 intermittent problems with my Cessna transponder,
encoder and antenna, which was working “fine” when I
got it. If you buy a brand new or yellow tagged next
generation digital Garmin or King transponder, then it
should outlast you and your airplane, they are very good.
Fixing a transponder system problem is divided into the
following phases, (1) gathering symptoms, (2) examining
the system, (3) performing repairs and (4) retesting the
system to verify the original symptoms and gone.
First get the following information from the controller
who told you about the malfunction. Is the transponder
showing up in basic mode A (this is the non-altitude
mode)(1), is the code stable (does it change or is it
incorrect)(2), does the beacon signal appear and
disappear (3)(type “A” problem with 3 symptoms).

Here are some points to help you with the transponder.
First, make a completely separate wiring harness for the
transponder and altitude encoder. You want to be able to
test these two parts and the wiring harness on the
workbench. You also need to be able to remove this
harness from the airplane if you have trouble with either
unit, so that you can take the entire package to a radio
shop and confirm the transponder, encoder and harness
all work together. This means you have to be able to
remove the connector panel from the transpondermounting tray if it uses one.
The transponder is an
isolated system and it is easy to make it removable. You
only need to connect ground, power and antenna to the
airplane. You can fasten this harness into the airplane
with zip ties or other easy to remove fasteners and make
it look nice. Do not integrate the transponder harness
with the rest of the electrical system unless you want to
spend lots of time and money resolving any problems that
may appear in this system.
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Is the problem only with the Mode C (altitude reporting)
performance? Is it missing (1), stable but incorrect
altitude (2) or is it intermittent (3) (type “C” problem
with 3 symptoms)?
What does the reply light look like? Is in always off or
flashing a lot (1)? Around here, with much airline traffic
and multiple ATC radar sites, the light is flashing about
once a second, but always goes out if only for a quarter of
a second, every few seconds.
If it stays on, that is
usually a sign of an antenna problem, either a shorted or
open cable or an antenna problem (solution A). The best
diagnostic for antenna problems is replacement with a
known good cable and antenna. This is a good item for a
member to keep around for use when one of us has this
trouble.

have a better systems level view of performance and
faults.
Retesting the system (4) is best accomplished by the
same ATC facility that originally reported the problem.
You can get a quick check by contacting regional
approach control on frequency 124.3 MHz for Northeast,
125.2 MHz for Southeast, 118.1 MHz for Northwest and
135.975 MHz for Southwest of DFW airport. Call them
when they are not busy and let them know it is a
maintenance check. If the system is working again,
celebrate! We may be stuck with these systems for the
next 20 years while they work the bugs out of the
Automatic Dependant Surveillance System.

Write down your symptom observations for type A and
C problems and the reply light, before you ever contact
an avionics professional, it will save you time and
money.
The examining the system (2) phase is next. Examine
the system visually looking for loose or corroded wires.
These are usually not the fault but it costs you nothing to
do it and you pay a lot for someone else to. There are no
inexpensive transponder checkers that could be added to
our tool inventory.
Performing repairs (3) is more difficult.
Your
repairman certificate does not allow you to get inside the
transponder and fix it, even if you had the test equipment
and parts. If you cannot clear the problem with an
inspection of cables, then you need to have the system
ground tested. If the problem is type A, with no mode C
errors, then you can remove the transponder and have it
bench checked at a radio shop. You should have your
repairman certificate in order to do this removal and
reinstall because this is not one of the permitted items of
owner maintenance. If you are lucky, they will find and
fix the problem and that will be the end of it. After
getting the unit back from the shop, you need to do a
maintenance flight to verify performance. If it is still
broke, the problem may be in the antenna or cable, see
solution A listed above.
If there are no obvious problems in the antenna and in a
flight check ATC reports problems, then you need a ramp
test (this is a good time to redo the transponder-pilot
altimeter inspection).
These people come to your
airplane and do a performance test while everything is
installed. The best of these people will attempt simple
repairs as part of the price of inspection, be sure to ask
this before committing. These people cannot fix anything
inside the transponder or altitude encoder, but often they
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Quartz Mountain, Oklahoma
By Emily Phillips

On March 8 th, after my
flying lesson, John and I
departed Hicks Field (T67)
to fly to Quartz Mountain
in Oklahoma. Just over an
hour later, we reached Altus,
OK in the southwestern part
of the state. Ahead, we could
see the Quartz Mt. area
emerging from the flat lands
to the north.
John continued north for a
fly-over the Altus Lake and dam area. The Red River
flows from the dam along the south side of the hills and
continues on it's way providing irrigation for the local
agribusiness.
Quartz Mountain is part of the Oklahoma State Park
system. In 1995, an electrical fire destroyed much of the
old resort, and in 2001, a new $17 million resort was
completed. Aside from the lake and hiking areas, it has
conference centers, art galleries, a library, hot tub and
heated indoor pool, bar, dining areas and an adjacent
Performing Arts Center.

At dinner we were
seated in front of the
blazing
fireplace,
which was fine with us
since a cold front was
heading our way. By
Sunday morning the
temperature was down
in the 30s, but a
breakfast buffet prepared us for another two-hour hike;
this time out of the wind and over to the nearby RV park
and campground for a stroll down the Interpretive Nature
Trail. We made a quick stop for a water bottle at the
camp grocery store. The
closed Visitor Center looked
interesting as we peeked in
the window.
After this trek, we headed
back to the lodge and
checked out. A ride was
graciously provided to the
Altus Airport, and we were
back
home
by
midafternoon, relaxed and ready
to return someday with our
RV friends!

Although
the
lake level was
low
this
weekend, it was
still
pretty
impressive. Our
spacious
room
included
a
balcony with an
eastern view over
the water.
All the staff members we met were friendly, courteous,
and very interested in the folks who flew their own plane
from Dallas.
Stowed the bags in our room, changed into hiking gear
and off we went on the new "unnamed saddle trail"
recently completed by the Boy Scouts. There are several
recommended hiking trails that wind up the surrounding
hills. We aimed for the highest, and about 30 minutes
later, we were gazing down at the lake, river, plains and
resort below.
The area contains a camping resort with beaches, RV
sites, a nearby golf course, water slides and a mini
amusement park.
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My Grand Prairie Neighbors
By Michael Stephan

Recently, I moved my airplane from Dallas Executive
into the new hangars built at Grand Prairie Airport. Most
of the new hangar tenants are also new to the airport, so
the first week felt like the first week moving into college.
Everyone was introducing himself and asking if they had
met the other guy in the hangar down the way. It wasn’t
long before I found out that two RV-8s were being built
in the hangars near me. Well I had to go and meet these
builders.
At the end of my hangar row on the north side is David
Love. He has the project well under way with a Superior
IO-360 with the ryton sump hanging on the front of the
airframe. He has the wings finished and nearly ready to
be put on the airplane.

David spends much of his spare time down at the
hangar working on the project. His workmanship looks
great and should be able to get his RV-8 in the air in the
near future.
The other RV builder I met was Patrick Tuckey.
Patrick is not as far along as David, but they are very
close. Both builders are using the same model of engine.
So, it will be interesting how these two airplanes
compare.
Pat has a storied history in gliders. He said racing
gliders is where he spends most of his flying time. In
2006, he won the World Class (PW-5) National Contest.
He also holds two National records in that category as
well.
These are two very nice guys and they are doing a
terrific job on their projects. Soon we will have three
RV-8s flying out of Grand Prairie.

David is retired from the Air Force. We talked about
transition training to the RV-8, and when I asked him
what his recent experience was, he told he last hours were
in the C-17 (not related to the C-172). He has plenty of
tailwheel time, but like many, that was years ago. But it
should be an easy transition, since the RV is such an easy
plane to fly.
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Upcoming Events
Mar 10-11 - Rio Grande Valley CAF Wing Air Fiesta
(BRO) Brownsville/South Padre Island International
Airport. Air Show, vintage & modern military, civilian
acts, WW2 scenario, food, trade show, VIP area, club.
Scheduled acts: Paul Fiala and his Great Lakes; Charlie
Jirik & the FINA Extra 300L; “Tora, Tora, Tora” and
their Pearl Harbor re-enactmenet; A-10 Demo Team, F15 Demo Team, Stop Skydiving Team; and more
http://www.rgvwingcaf.com/airfiesta.html
Mar 10 - Fajita Fly in!! EAA Chapter 1219 and Angelina
County Airport (KLFK) Lufkin, Texas
TIME: 10:00 a.m. til 2:00 p.m.
NOTE: Discount Fuel to Attendees!!
FFI: Jack Porbeck 935/674-6370
E-Mail: jackp9@aol.com

Apr 27-28 - 5th Texas Aviation EXPO 2007 - The Texas
Aviation Association, Waco, Texas.
SITE: Texas State Technical College (TSTC), Waco
AGENDA: A robust agenda of 60 hours of safety
seminars, vast assortments of vendors showcasing their
products & services….including 5 acres of ramp static
display.
SPEAKERS: George D. "Pinky" Nelson, former NASA
Astronaut, and J.W. "Corkey" Fornof, movie stunt
aviation character. Come share the Adventure!
Website: www.txaa.org
Apr 28-29 - Spirit of Flight Lone Star Flight Museum
Airshow, Galveston, Texas.
SITE: Scholes Intl Airport
FFI: 409/740-7722
Website: www.lsfm.org

Mar 17 - KFTW Fort Worth Meacham International
Airport Fort Worth, Texas, USA
Challenge Air for Kid's and Friends
Contact: Todd McLelland - todd@challengeair.com |
214-351-3353
http://www.challengeair.com
Mar 17 - Tyler Pounds Field Fly In/ Drive In Breakfast
KTYR Tyler Pounds Regional Airport Tyler, Texas.
8:00 AM - 11:00 AM
Serving Breakfast 8am to 11am every 3rd Saturday.
Email for info, please put subject as CAP Breakfast.
Contact: blademaster117@hotmail.com 903/592-2426
Mar 24 - Pancake Breakfast Granbury Airport, TX
(KGDJ)
Mar 31 - Bell County CAP Squadron Gourmet Pancake
Breakfast Draughon Miller Central Texas Regional
Airport, Temple, Texas
AGENDA: Hemispheric Famous Banana Pecan
Pancakes, O.J, Coffee!!
SITE: KTPL GA Terminal
TIME: 8:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
SAFETY CLASS: 11:00 a.m.
NOTE: Fly-In fuel discount
FFI: Lt. Col. R.K. Brown, 254/718-4910
NOTE: Proceeds go to support Bell County Composite
Squadron Civil Air Patrol.
Apr 17-23 - Sun ‘n Fun Fly-In
Lakeland Linder Regional Airport
Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA)
NOTE: EAA,
3000 Poberezny Road, Oshkosh, WI 54902
920/426-4800
Website: www.eaa.org
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For Sale Services, Parts, Other

Sears 25 gallon horizontal air compressor with hoses. $100
(Sears price $380+ hoses). Rapco engine driven vacuum pump
RA215CC, with fittings. $80.( Aircraft Spruce price $320).
Suction gauge, 1” unused. $40 (Spruce price $78). Mechanical
tachometer 0-3500 rpm with markings for O320. $15. Avery
hand rivet and dimpling tool $40 (Avery price $165) . Beechcraft
electric fuel pump. $20. ADF indicator IN521B. $15. L brackets
(cast/machined) for constructing/aligning RV empennage. 12 for
$10. Sears table saw professional model needs electrical repair
$25. (Sears price $679). George Kilishek. 972-250-2906. Email s_kilishek@yahoo.com
Rotax 503 SC with type B gear box and Rotax electric start kit
installed. 25 hrs since major overhaul at 325 total hours (
Manufacturer recommends major overhaul at this time). The
engine was running great before overhaul and is running great
now. $4000, call Jerry Mrazek at 817-265-0834.
Garmin 190 GPS COM handheld radio. Still works great, data
base was updated 4 years ago. Package includes charger, owner's
manual, and headset and push-to-talk interface. $700, call Jerry
Mrazek at 817-265-0834.
Long EZ plans and materials for sale. Steve Smith, a local
homebuilder, passed away and his wife Nancy is selling his Long
EZ project and plans, plans for the Mini IMP, and plans for a 1/2
scale F4U Corsair replica. Please see www.coolairplane.com for
details.

Six Pack Flight Instruments with 230 TT Horizon Sigma
Tek 5000, DG Sigma Tek 4000, Vac System (pump, reg,
filter), AirSpeed IF UMA 16 310 261D marked for RV-8,
Altimeter IF BG-3B, VSI, T&B. Total cost new was $2683.
Asking $1500 (45% off new). Marvin Brott 214 726 9117
or pmbrott@sbcglobal.net
1971 Bellanca 7ACA. Original 2 cylinder Franklin. Great
little airplane, but hasn't flown in a long time and is not
airworthy. $13.9K. Darwin Frerking 972-270-8393 or
drfrerking@sbcglobal.net.
Hangar Space Available at Aero Country Airport (T31) I
have hanger space available in a large, insulated brand-new
hanger. Located in an ideal position on the field mid-runway.
Hanger is ultra-clean, has bathroom, compressor, electric
door, epoxy painted floor and more. RV friendly, share space
with an RV-8A and a RV-10 nearing completion. $200 per
month for an RV sized ship. Please contact me for additional
details. Dave Dalski 214-641-8821
Hanger Space Half of a 60 foot hangar at TKI for $287.50
per month. Room for a high wing or short low wing aircraft
with lots of space for storage and work area as well. Call
Walt Lammert at 214 642 4522
Van's RV9A Kit. Paperwork and documentation included.
Tail Kit. A&P built horizontal stabilizer. Quickbuild
fuselage at Vans ready for delivery. Vans prefab fuel tanks.
Wing kit still in box. New CS prop for IO of O-360. James
Paul 214-392-6182 or jgpaul@sbcglobal.net.

To place an ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or Want ads to the newsletter Editors. Ads are free to Chapter 168 members. Ads from
nonmembers will be run on a space available basis. Ads will be run at the newsletter Editors discretion.

EAA CHAPTER 168 OFFICERS
President Mel Asberry
president@eaa168.org
972-784-7544
Vice President Marvin Brott
vicepresident@eaa168.org 214-726-9117
Secretary David Buono
secretary@eaa168.org
Treasurer Michael Stephan
treasurer@eaa168.org 972-857-3327
Flight Advisors
Mel Asberry metro 972-784-7544
n168tx@flytx.net
Michael Hoye
972-771-8162
Technical Counselors
Mel Asberry metro 972-784-7544
n168tx@flytx.net
Don Christiansen 972-298-6531
Marvin Brott
214-726-9117
pmbrott@sbcglobal.net
Advertising
Sam Cooper
sam.cooper@comcast.net 972-242-1544

Board of Directors
Ken Bruggers
David Cheek
Don Christiansen
Bruce Fuller
John Phillips
Jim Quinn
Brad Roberts
Ann Asberry
Associate Newsletter Editors
Sam Cooper
972-242-1544
sam.cooper@comcast.net
Marvin Brott
214-726-9117
pmbrott@sbcglobal.net
Michael Stephan 214-232-2405
mstephan@shr.net
Data Processing
Michael Stephan 214-232-2405
mstephan@shr.net

Librarian
Michael Stephan 214-232-2405
mstephan@shr.net
Tool Custodian
Brad Roberts
214-351-0475
Meeting Refreshments
“Volunteer needed”
Safety Officer
Mel Asberry metro 972-784-7544
n168tx@flytx.net
Web site Editors
Michael Stephan 214-232-2405
Clay Romeiser
Young Eagles Coordinator
Jim Quinn
972-788-2593
Jquinn3@gmail.com
Membership
Michael Stephan 214-232-2405
mstephan@shr.net
Clay Romeiser

Web site Address: www.eaa168.org
We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format,
and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience
accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to
anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event (this
includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM

❏
❏
❏

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address 1 (or business name)
Address 2
Membership dues for EAA Dallas
City
State
Zip
Chapter 168 are $20.00 for one year.
Phone homework
e-mail address
Make checks payable to:
EAA # (168 membership requires National EAA membership)
EAA Dallas Chapter 168
Pilot/A&P Ratings
EAA office (past or present) or additional notes
Mail Application to:
New Member
Renewal
Info Change

Mapsco

EAA Dallas Chapter 168
P.O. Box 168
Addison, TX 75001-0168
National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
P.O. Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax (920) 426-6761

I am interested in helping with:
Fly-ins ❏ Programs ❏
Newsletter ❏ Young Eagles ❏ Young Eagles ❏ Officer Position
Plane or project (% complete) or interests
(Example) Thunder Mustang
(Example) RV-6

25
flying

%
%
%
%

❏

